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Context
Many consumer investors are still haunted by the memories of 2008. In some cases, those
memories may affect their current behavior in the recent bull markets. Advisors must clearly
explain risk in the current bull market environment and must continue to manage risk while still
achieving clients’ investment goals. This can be challenging, especially as consumers become
more familiar with online investment offerings and low-cost index fund options. Advisors may
be experiencing fee pressure and must find ways to continue to add value, manage risk and set
appropriate expectations.

Setting
Following the TD Ameritrade Conference in San Diego in January 2015, several financial
services executives presented their views in a roundtable discussion. The 60-minute conversation
was a spirited debate. This paper presents just a few of their important insights and observations.
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Defining Risk
Marie Swift, President, Impact Communications: We are here today to talk about risk,
investments, and client perceptions. Andy, you are in the trenches every day with your clients as
an advisor. What are you seeing and how are you talking to them that is different today?
Andy Millard, Founder, Millard & Co.: To me, the first thing we have to do is define what
risk means to us. Define what it means to our clients. Risk means different things to different
people. We hear as advisors all the time that risk may mean the short-term potential loss of
capital. On the other hand, the
bigger picture risk might be loss
of long-term purchasing power
and what is risk versus a
temporary loss? Here’s a story I
sometimes use with clients to get
them thinking about risk: You
start out in Las Vegas with
$1000. At the Blackjack table,
you do great and get it up to
$1500. Then you lose a little bit
and are down to $1300. On the
way back to your room, you’re
thinking, I just lost $200. Well
your spouse, who’s waiting in the room for you, says, you left with $1000 and came back with
$1300? You did great! As this story illustrates, risk and reward are really just two sides of the
same coin. For our clients, I think it’s important for us to define that risk/reward relationship for
them and for us to understand what their perception of risk is. Once we define it, then we have to
react to whatever that version of risk is.
Neal Quon, Partner, QuonWarrene: Based on the things that I’ve heard from the advisors we
work with, and saw even in my own practice, I agree with you. Clients don’t always have the
right mindset towards risk. Think about the mathematics of loss: “Oh I’m down 10%” but to get
back to even, all they think is “I have to make 10% back.” If you really run the numbers further
out like we saw in 2008, people lost 47%. You have to make 100% just to get back to even. So
defining risk, as you put it, is critical.
Daniel Satchkov, President, RiXtrema: Andy, you said you have different clients, right? You
have to listen for their definition of risk and you have to target that. Can you give us an example
where you feel like this particular client really needed to learn something and you helped them
learn it?
Millard: I'm not sure if I’ve really helped them learn. As an advisor, sometimes you feel that
you haven't been successful. Like 2008 – that was a really difficult time. I have two client stories
I always use: It’s October 2008. I’m at a conference in Boston, the FPA National Convention,
and it’s one of the worst days in the market in 2008. The market is just plunging. I get a call on
my cell phone. It’s my newest client. Three weeks earlier we had fully invested his entire
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portfolio so now the market is crashing and burning. He is calling me up and saying, “Andy,
what do we do? I'm losing money right now.” I said all the things you say to clients: “You don’t
need the money right now, let’s just hang on for a while and ride this out. This is what happens
sometimes. We will rebalance as we go.” He says, “Okay we will do that.” A year-and-half later,
he is back to break even; ever since has been smooth sailing and he’s happy.
Another client, a couple days later, calls me up. She is in her car heading from some meeting
she’s been to and the speaker there said, “the market is going to tank, you need to sell
everything.” She calls and says, “I think we need to go to cash.” I try to talk her out of it but am
unsuccessful. So we went to cash. She stopped the bleeding and was very happy with that. What
I was unable to teach her was when you’re timing the market like that it requires two right
decisions – when to sell and when to buy. You get one right and feel great about it but your work
is only half done.
Satchkov: The published return of the S&P we see in all of the charts? Unfortunately, most
retail investors don’t actually get that. I was at a Financial Advisor magazine conference and
heard a brilliant speech by Nick Murray where he made those points very eloquently. If you can
read his stuff I recommend it. He has powerful arguments and is humorous.
Venk Reddy, Founder, Zeo Capital Advisors: As Andy said, 2008 was an interesting time.
There are some great examples and lessons that were learned, but no two crises are the same. At
Zeo, we speak to probably a thousand advisors a year between our clients and prospective
clients. I find that there are two predominant types of investors that emerged from 2008. At the
risk of oversimplifying, there are those who tend to be on the wealthier end, who got out of the
markets entirely and haven't gotten back in. Now they see new tops and all the while, they are
losing purchasing power.
Then there is the other side of the coin where there is a big hole from 2008 and you have to dig
your way out of it. There is a reach for yield and a reach for return, which is scary because,
ultimately, there is no free money, which also means you are taking on risks and, more often than
not, it’s not necessarily a risk that is aligned with the
portfolio’s objectives, especially for a firm that manages
“You actually are better
fixed income portfolios. It’s not aligned for capital
preservation, and what scares me about the conversations served trying to build a
that advisors are having with their clients is that everybody portfolio that embraces
is framing 2008 in the context of “how do we make sure
the uncertainty… so no
we are on the right side of the next directional trade?” Or at
matter what the factors
least not on the wrong side.

are that cause the next

With respect to fixed income portfolios, I don’t think it’s
crisis, you are better
appropriate to have as your goal being on the right side of
the directional trade. I think rather than make a bet on prepared.”
uncertainty where you could be right or wrong, and when
~ Venk Reddy
you’re wrong you lose your income and your principal,
you are better served trying to build a portfolio that
embraces the uncertainty and actually has characteristics that can benefit in a number of market
environments, so no matter what the factors are that cause the next crisis, you are better
prepared.
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Millard: Venk, I think you are absolutely right in that we need to be careful when we talk about
2008, because we experienced market corrections before, but 2008 was different because it
wasn’t just a market correction. It was this huge, gigantic, economic event that affected
everybody. I had clients coming into my office saying, “Is it true that my money is going to be
completely worthless?” Now that is risk! That money is no longer going to have any value at all.
So that kind of memory sticks in one’s psyche and they’ve talked about it ever since. When we
think about a correction now we think of it in terms of that huge kind of event and I think over
emphasize the real importance of that or whatever the next event might be.

Educating Clients and Setting Expectations
Evan Simonoff, Editor-in-Chief, Financial Advisor magazine: That is the Peter Schiff / Jim
Rogers argument, that people were going to be taking their wheelbarrows filled with cash to the
supermarket and we were going to have a massive inflation, a hyperinflation. That has not
materialized. How many clients initially bought into that and how many are still in it?
Millard: To answer your question, as an advisor, I did my best to educate clients. But we still
had to talk a lot off the ledge, which we did. While they understood it, they got it, they were still
very scared but hung with it for the most part and it worked out okay. But the memory of it, the
feeling in the gut still lingers and that's what they are dealing with now.
Lance Hicks, CEO/President, Finance 500 Inc.: Dealing with
existing clients, especially clients that we've had for a long time “The first thing
and with whom we've already been through a lot of ups and downs we talk to about is
and severe markets (‘92, ‘97, 2000, and 2003), is not an issue or
problem. It's when you have a new client come in, and an event their expectations,
like 2008 happens shortly thereafter, that a lot of advisors may and in particular
have problems, because what they don't do is manage expectations. their comfort with
That is a key part of any conversation we have with a new client.
and expectations
The first thing we talk to them about are their expectations, and in
particular their comfort with and expectations about risk. Risk is about risk.”
not just the assets you own or what percentage of assets you own.
A key component of risk is duration and timing. I tell clients that if
~ Lance Hicks
they are coming onboard with us, they have to understand that they
are going to be with us for at least six to eight years, and there are
going to be ups and downs during that time period. If the first year is down, I remind them that
they need to stay with the program for seven more years. Because if you look at the history of the
markets over long periods of time, you’d be hard pressed to find a period where you lost money
over an 8 year period. So be patient and stick it out. That is my opening conversation and I repeat
that every year and remind clients to stay with the game plan. For me, a big part of risk is
properly managing expectations.
Quon: I agree with you that it's not so much about the return. We never sell return; advisors
never sell on return yet that's the consumer’s perspective on how they should select an advisor.
And you are right, it's about managing that expectation and it's really investing in that
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relationship and raising that level of awareness through education. That’s critical to keeping that
client engaged and not surrendering when the markets don't cooperate.
Reddy: I’d like to add to something Neal said. It's not just about marketing return. The truth of
the matter is, whether you are a person managing portfolios of bonds or managing asset
allocations for clients, investors don't get to choose returns; we choose risk. We walk in every
single day and we are picking risks. If you manage to a return goal and not a risk goal, you are
already working with an incompatible toolkit. When we speak to advisors, we explain that the
reason our business exists is to try to create a fund and risk profile that fits into a risk managed
portfolio. When we hear what they are thinking and doing, we really try to understand if they are
thinking about managing risk goals and choosing risk profiles, not just returns. It's a lot easier –
not trivial, but a lot easier – to think “I have to construct a portfolio that is capital preservation in
nature” than it is to think “I need to construct
a portfolio that is going to make 10%” or 5%
or whatever that number is.” We have to
remember that we are choosing risk. We
don't get to choose returns.
Simonoff: Let me ask a question of the two
advisors in the room. In the academic world,
the new type of risk that has developed in
their world in the last 15 years they call
sequential risk. This is retiring in 2000 or
2008 and having the first few years of your
retirement seeing the equity portion of your
portfolio sliced in half and if you didn't have
enough reserved funds in fixed income or something else to live off of, you were dipping into
your equity funds at a dramatically lower price which could have a long term effect on your
living standard. And that is something that a lot of people are trying to solve for with alternative
asset allocations, setting aside bigger emergency or living expense funds that used to be for one
or two years — now people are talking five years. From your vantage point, did you have clients
who retired in either 2000, 2008 or thereabouts and how did they react? I imagine, like most
other Americans, they dialed down their lifestyles but what was the psychological reaction?
Hicks: I don't recall any clients that specifically retired during that period. We had clients in
retirement already however, so we were already allocated. Our retired clients aren’t heavily
weighted in equities, but we were very early proponents of alternative assets. We started in the
late ‘90s, years before most people ever talked about it, doing structured notes and structured
CDs, which have an equity component without the equity risk. That is one alternative we have
used with retirees, or with those that still want to have equity-like features in their portfolio, but
not the risk of equities. These types of vehicles have done relatively well in terms of mitigating
risk while providing above average returns.
Millard: For me, a lot of our clients are already retired so this is something they deal with every
year. I'm sure I had a couple retire at that time but for us it's a year-to-year-to-year thing. How
much can you afford to take this year? All right we’ll take that much. How much can you afford
to take this year? Can you afford to buy the car? Well probably not this year, so we are not going
to buy the car this year. Can you afford to take the trip? Well maybe take a less expensive trip
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this year. I've tried to figure it out as a math problem. I've seen the math problem versions of it
and, with a real live person, I don’t think a math problem is the optimal solution. It's just an
individual thing and a year-to-year thing. I don't know if that answers the question.
Simonoff: I'm talking to people who are thinking a lot about this. Then you also have the
problem right now, with retirees, of the whole zero interest rate policy. I was at a conference
earlier this week — Jeff Gundlach said you see all these 60-70 year olds working in restaurants
and WalMart — they can thank the Fed for not being able to retire. Bill Gross called it financial
repression.
Millard: But we have to deal with that. To me
it's not a question of blaming someone; it's just a
matter of dealing with what you have to deal
with. And when you are at a place we are now
— historically low/near zero interest rates —
you just have to deal with it. To me, that makes
it the most challenging time to be an investor
since I've been doing this. Because you are
dealing with zero percent interest rates. There
was a time not too long ago where you could get
7% on a money market fund, but no one wanted
it because the market was going up 30% every
year. So now you are getting 0% on a money
market and the market is...we don't know what the market is going to do. It's challenging from a
fixed income perspective, from equity, alternatives — it's just tough.
Simonoff: Do people delay retirement? Do you see any of that?
Millard: I have seen people delay retirement, yes.
Hicks: I agree. I have clients who were thinking of retiring at 62 who are now thinking 67.
Quon: When I was actively practicing, I had a client who retired in 2007 and who just decided,
as you mentioned earlier, to decrease their lifestyle. They took on project-based work so they
continued to work since they understood the importance of not withdrawing from their portfolio
in that down period. Going back to your point, Andy, that was probably based on education and
understanding the timing of withdrawals. They just realized and understood that they were in it
for the long term. So going back to the duration comment, how do we not do irreparable damage
to your portfolio by taking you out now? They took the time and they were patient and they are
doing okay now.
Reddy: The duration comment is really interesting because duration means a lot of different
things to different people. In the context of this conversation so far, we've referenced duration in
terms of asset/liability matching, which is a very institutional concept that a lot of advisors bring
to the table. Clients need money at a specific time or don't need their money for a certain
amount of time, so if you match that duration, then you theoretically should be able to close your
eyes to what happens in the interim and have some confidence that you are getting your money
on the other side. Coming from the fixed income perspective, the other side of that coin actually
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has caused more problems and introduced a ton of risk in portfolios that folks aren’t always
necessarily aware of. For example, take a 10 year treasury. A 10 year treasury is great if you've
got a 10 year timeframe and you are okay with the yield. But if interest rates go up 1%
tomorrow, in a one year timeframe, you are going to lose just under 6%. So if you have clients
that have their rainy day money — I don't know when I'm going to need it, but I don’t want to
sell something at a loss when I do, but if I don’t need it for a while, I want to maintain
purchasing power – then, despite the fact that people think treasuries are safe, and maybe they
think they are safer than, say, short duration credit because it doesn’t have the credit risk. The
truth of the matter is, from an asset/liability matching standpoint, the treasury introduces a heck
of a lot of principal risk. Even though conventional wisdom is that it’s “risk free,” the duration
asset/liability matching works in the other direction as well in fixed income portfolios. It
introduces an extraordinary amount of risk. There is a misperception that there is good risk and
bad risk; it's just risk that fits the client’s goals.
Satchkov: I think there’s another problem
introduced by the Fed’s policy that is just as bad
potentially as the problem of 0% interest rates
and the same problem of punishing savers. It's
the problem that causes people to look for yield
in places where it's not found. And it’s basically
– the issues of supply and demand are not
independent of each another. They are very
much in a closed loop so that's why financial
systems can get unstable. In what other industry
can you have supply growing with the price?
Only in finance. And it usually happens like
that. Not the other way around as it is assumed
in economics textbooks. So the problem with yield, I find, is that I look at all this high yield
leverage instruments that we find, right? And people look at the treasury yields and see that
basically they are zero, right. And here is this high yield instrument that gives you 5%. Now to
me, knowing the financial system, knowing some of these instruments, it’s pretty plain that many
of these high yield instruments are way more risky than what you are compensated for. How do
you control that? How do you find instruments where the high yield is warranted, where it's not
just some kind of high leverage vehicle that was created just to satisfy demand? Who knows
what's under the hood there. How do you explain to people that you shouldn't invest in triple
CCC or a lower rated entity at 5% yield?
Reddy: I'm going to help with that education because that oversimplifies what we do for a
living. I would be careful to vilify credit risks and glorify duration or treasury risks. Risk isn't
good or bad; it's just a matter of fit or not fit. Within fixed income there is a spectrum of risk.
There’s liquidity risk, credit risk, and duration risk. The best way we can preserve capital in a
portfolio isn't to choose one or the other, but just to make sure the risks are diversified so no one
risk can overwhelm the portfolio in a time when it isn't an optimal risk to take. That said, your
point is valid because when folks tend to gravitate towards credit risk in particular, they do it
indiscriminately. They do it by buying an ETF that has 400 bonds. If you are going to buy a
portfolio of 400 high yield bonds, you are going to buy some crappy credits. It's just going to
happen. So if you introduce credit risk as one of the risks in a fixed income portfolio, which I
think is a valid and diversifying thing to do, it matters what credits you pick. Now I would also
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encourage that part of the portfolio to be on the shorter duration side so you are not duplicating
other risks, but it matters what credits you pick. And if you actually have that deep-dive
fundamental process overlay in the credit component of a fixed income portfolio, you can create
a better, more diversified portfolio. So it's less likely any one risk will explode the portfolio, and
it lets you tell clients that while markets come and go, it matters less to you because your
portfolio is designed to be more all-weather, for lack of a better term.
Satchkov: Your point is well taken, but
when you invest in high yield, you need “Risk has to be appropriate and
to have an investment vehicle that understood. Your job as an advisor
actually researched those companies.
You cannot invest in low credit – and general our goal in this
companies en masse, right? Another industry – is to help people get to a
point is that people start thinking of this proper conception of risk and really
high yield instrument as a fixed income
replacement for treasury and they end up separate the wheat from the chaff.”
with equities and high yield, which are
highly correlated. They think, “I'm just
~ Daniel Satchkov
going to get a bond,” but with a higher
yield they are actually getting equity-like
risks. Now high yield is not good or bad; no risk is good or bad. Risk just has to be appropriate
and understood. Do you see people thinking that high yield that is supposed to diversify equity?
Millard: I'm not smart enough to be able to really do those calculations for duration and credit
risk and mixing those together. But when I hear a client talking about how this really great
instrument that has this really high yield and they perceive it as no risk, I am smart enough to
know that yield does not come for free. If you are getting this great yield there is a risk
someplace. I may not be smart enough to figure out where that risk is but I promise you the
market knows that risk is there and we can't just pretend that it's not. I think that may be what
you are driving at.

Diversification
Hicks: I like the point that Venk made; what he's pointing out is, in essence, a form of
diversification. Diversification is still key in managing and lowering risk, but often I see people
who think they are diversified simply by choosing different asset categories, when they should
be choosing different risk levels and different risk types. That's where I see a lot of portfolios fall
apart. When people come to us with a portfolio of high yield bonds and equities, and think they
are diversified, sorry, no, they’re not. They have diversified — a little —by asset class, but not
by risk type.
Reddy: Which brings us to another interesting point, thinking about diversification. I think a lot
of clients, especially when it comes to their advisors and managers, think the toughest part of our
job is constructing the portfolio. I would disagree with that. The hardest thing we do is to
identify the risks that are in the toolkit — risk identification — so we know what risks we are
taking. Andy’s right — there is no free money. There are no equity-like returns with fixed
income-like risks. That just means you are taking some other risk, and if you are not aware of it,
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you should be. Identifying the risks you are taking to get the returns you are getting is a difficult,
or at least underappreciated, effort compared to assorting the risks, once you know them, into a
colorful pie chart.
Simonoff: Do clients view risks as loss of principal, underperforming an index, or running out of
purchasing power and potentially running out of money. Most advisors I talk to think it's the
latter – from the advisor’s perspective. But from the client’s is it under performing the S&P or
the Dow. Or is it just losing – I'm down 10% and the market is down 15% they don't care.
Millard: It's all the above. They measure risk from the highest point their portfolio has achieved.
So any reduction from there, like you made that $1500.00 in the casino, any reduction there they
view as a loss. They also view risk as losing purchasing power. They also view risk over a long
period of time as the value of the portfolio going down, even though they are taking withdrawals
out. So we as advisors view it as purchasing power. As you said Evan, they also view it as under
performing. That's what they see every day, the one financial number they get every day is how
well the Dow did, not even the S&P, it's the Dow and so it's x number of points and if they didn't
make that number of points or heaven forbid they went in the other direction, they view that as
risk. We pride ourselves with being diversified. I can't tell you how many times clients have
said, “the market has been up x number of points but I'm down. How can that be? I looked at it
today and the market was up but I was down. How can that be?” They view that as risk. When
the real risk is that doesn't happen.
Simonoff: Or in 2013 they were up a nice 12-14%, the S&P was up 32%, the Dow was up 28%
and they asked why aren’t we all in US stocks?
Millard: Perfect example, because US equities were up right at 30%, while just about every
other asset class we had in our client portfolios was down. So I'm feeling really good — we got
everybody diversified but only one of our asset classes is up. If the US was one of the asset
classes that were down and a couple of other ones were up, we get to the end of the year and
we've outperformed the S&P and all of a sudden I'm a champ.
Reddy: I think we hit on a really interesting point there, and it goes back to setting expectations.
I think one thing that is worth considering is something we refer to as “the theory of relativity.”
That is, risk is relative, and people respond not to absolutes but to what their expectations are
relative to reality. Clients, advisors (in our case) or anybody else, even my kids, respond to the
relative difference between reality and what they were expecting. This is actually a reasonable
way to help clients understand things. Think about anybody who wears glasses. When the
optometrist puts you in the chair, she doesn’t ask, “Is this good?” She asks “Same, better,
worse?” It's a lot easier to understand relative differences. Then you can start iterating your way
in small increments to the right place. I think when we talk to clients and when we talk to
advisors, the same sort of conversation can head off that potential mismatch of expectations by
framing the conversation in relative terms and guiding folks slowly to where they need to be.
Satchkov: What if their reference point is their friend and the cocktail hour and they tell them
they did 30% and they are right near retirement, so they shouldn't really own these equities. If
you put in these equities you are actually doing a disservice for them, but they demand that you
do this, so they want the upside of their friend, but they want a downside protection still.
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Reddy: This is the classic dilemma – do you want one cookie today or two cookies tomorrow.
Satchkov: My friend has three cookies and you are only giving me one. (everyone laughs)

Risk Assessment and Technology
Millard: To me that is where a tool, a risk assessment tool such as yours Daniel, really comes in
handy because what I use that risk assessment tool for is to say, “okay we know what has
happened in the past but we don't know
what is going to happen in the future. We “I tell clients, ‘keep in mind, this
see all these things happening in the
could happen.’ If clients get that,
world. What if this plays out or this plays
out or this plays out? How might that they internalize that, and they make
affect your purchasing power, your an informed decision – now we are
portfolio?” Because the client is thinking
getting someplace.”
about these things and maybe not in some
~ Andy Millard
kind of concrete terms but they are
thinking about them all the same. Just to
know we have at least modeled those things and taken a look and see this is potentially the worst
case scenario, you can lose in real or absolute terms a certain amount based on that. Maybe even
more: this is the best we have — we don't know for sure. Keep in mind this could happen. If they
get that, they internalize that, and they make an informed decision — now we are getting
someplace.
Quon: I would agree on all the comments that were just made especially related to technology
since that is the area we follow. With access to information and in this day and age with the
Internet, clients are always out there and that's what they are using as a basis for comparison, not
just a friend at a cocktail party. Saying “I got this in my Sharebuilder account, so how come we
are not doing any better?” But the use of
technology, I think, helps reframe the
“The market has recovered from
conversation in relative terms to what it
means for them. Going back to what 2008, but psychologically clients are
Lance was saying earlier about 2008, they still worried about it. Technology
are feeling good now because the market
tools that are out there today for
has recovered from 2008 but somewhere
in the back of their minds psychologically advisors are phenomenal in helping
they are still worried about it. They might to model and illustrate why we need
not know how to verbalize it, but
to move forward the way we do.”
technology and the tools that are out there
today for advisors are phenomenal in
helping to model and illustrate why we
~ Neal Quon
need to move forward the way we do. This
is why you are not all in the S&P 500.
This is why we've built a diversified portfolio. They are always going to want what they didn't
get because, as you said, that's because their perspective was misaligned if their expectations
weren't set. Because they are getting all this information from the web, from the news, from their
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buddy at the cocktail party. Advisors have a hard job and I'm glad there are tools like Daniel's
that can help you guys do it better.

Risks and Client Behavior
Simonoff: The news from around the world in the last six months or maybe the last year, since
Vladimir Putin invaded the Ukraine but really what happened last summer with Isis and
problems in Europe and elsewhere, has really been depressing and you saw the markets react in
late September early October not violently but they did get somewhat jittery and this year there
has been a lot of volatility. What sort of impact has that had on clients that you've talked to? Is
this enough risk for them to notice?
Hicks: For our clients, no. It has not been an issue because they are already in diversified
allocated portfolios, and they understand there is going to be a stream of news and negative
events that will occasionally create ripples in the financial markets. But we are not managing for
short term events. These “hot breaking news” things don’t necessarily trigger a change in our
allocation policies.
Millard: To build on what Lance just said, I've got to say I've found our clients to be very
understanding, very accepting of the risks, once we explain it to them, once they understand.
They do want more, they want better returns, but they are all grown-ups and understand they
can't always get what they want. And they don't hold it against you as the advisor; they know you
are trying to help them make it through that minefield.
Simonoff: It's interesting. What I've heard is that
some leading robo advisors have in October seen
20% exits or moves to cash, which makes you
wonder what would happen if there was a real bear
market as opposed to a 10% correction.
Millard: You just hit on it! We talk about all these
different types of risk but what it boils down to is
“will my family and I be okay?” We can't just have
a pure technological solution — but if we as
advisors can help them understand we are going to
be okay, then that is the only risk that matters to
them and they will stick with you.

“What I’ve heard is that
some leading robo advisors
have in October seen 20%
exits or moves to cash, which
makes you wonder what
would happen if there was a
real bear market as opposed
to a 10% correction.”
~ Evan Simonoff

Satchkov: So basically your job as an advisor and
in general our goal in this industry is to help people get to a proper conception of risk and really
separate the wheat from the chaff because underperforming your friend is not a real risk. Let's
focus on the real risk and let's recognize that.
Hicks: Going back to the concept of managing expectations: we talk to clients about the fact if
there is a big dip, they should be happy. That's an opportunity. I mean, look at the history and
track record of the markets. Every dip has had a subsequent upsurge. What does that represent
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for us? An opportunity. Why panic about an opportunity? Yes, in the short term it may be
difficult, but behind that, there is opportunity.
Simonoff: Did anybody, any clients in 2008 think this was a great time to buy dividend stocks,
lock in 4, 5, 6% returns, which today look awfully nice given what's happened to the fixed
income markets. People could have made a big difference in a lot of retirees’ lifestyles and I'm
not sure many clients had the cojones to ask for that, but people who did are living a lot better.
Hicks: We are discretionary managers, so it's not up to the clients to make such decisions; it’s up
to us. In the aftermath of 2008, did we take calculated, diversified risks? Yes, we did do. We
didn't go crazy or load up the portfolios, but we started taking positions even in the face of that
severe downturn.
Millard: We are discretionary managers as well. At that time we had a pretty substantial
allocation to real estate. As bad as the stock market, regular equity markets were, real estate
markets were even worse. So we have this whole weak component to the portfolio. They were
down at one point 64% and so our discipline required us to rebalance. Buy that when it's down,
sell when it's high (buy low, sell high) and that's what took the stones to make that decision on
behalf of clients who are counting on you to make the right decision and keep them solvent for
the rest of their lives. To go in and double down and load up on real estate after it had taken that
huge hit. But having a discipline in place before that ever started made all the difference in the
world because I was able to lean back on that, take my guts in my hand, make those buys and my
biggest problem ever since has been trying to figure out how to deal with the capital gains tax
problem. It's been great!

Key Takeaways
Swift: It is time for closing statements. If you could only impart one piece of advice or key
takeaway to the readers of this roundtable transcript, what would that be?
Millard: I think the most important thing is that people can't choose their returns but they can
choose their risk. Our biggest responsibility as advisors is to figure out what those risks are – to
identify those risks so we really know the risks we are taking. That's it. That's big.
Our job as advisors and other financial professionals is to accurately identify what those risks are
so we, and the client, can make an educated and informed decision as to what risks they choose
to take. That will drive the returns to a certain extent but it's the risks that are the key part.
Hicks: The two things to take away from this conversation: One: Manage investor expectations,
and properly analyze and manage risk. Risk is not just about the metrics – the alpha, the beta, the
R squared, the Sharpe ratio. Those are fine and good, but ultimately risk is an emotional reaction
to things being either too good to believe, or too horrible to withstand. The art and science of
being a good advisor is to help manage these emotional reactions. Two: to speak to Venk's point,
advisors need to understand the different types of risk, the different components of risk, and
diversify among those and manage those, as opposed to just “buying assets.” This is a critical
issue and I find many advisors do not do risk analysis at a deep-dive level.
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Satchkov: The biggest takeaway for me is the clarification of this idea of man/machine
symbiosis. There is a lot of talk right now about robo advisory – about all the technological
changes and it's all very valid. There is a revolution going on. Ultimately I think the same thing
will happen as happened with the computer revolution way back 30, 40, 50 years ago when it
was thought computers were going to replace people. But that didn't happen, right? What
happened was it became really clear that the optimal solution is for man and machine to work
together. Because I work with technology tools and most of my background is with quant geeks,
I know these tools. I also know people's expectations have to be managed but this conversation
really brings it together for me. As an advisor, you should find your optimal symbiosis with
technology. Are you looking for it? If you’re not, you are probably going to be behind.
Quon: My biggest takeaway from this conversation is the importance of really defining what
risk means. It's different for everybody, as we've discussed here. But really, in tying it all back
together, from a technology perspective there is a big concern about robo advisors. But a robo
advisor is not going to have qualitative discussions to reframe the conversation about what risk
really means. Now more than ever, advisors need to embrace technology and come along side it
and really make that part of their service delivery and expectations management, to foster good
healthy client relationships. I don't think they need to be afraid of technology. I think the idea of
using risk-based tools to want to understand the psychology of this is important because
everybody has a different perspective and it will be really great when people can finally
understand what risk means to them. I think that is going to be critical. Going back to something
Venk said that stood out to me is a really basic concept that no two crises are the same. So, once
risks are identified and understood, advisors need to build a portfolio or select management
strategies that take advantage of both sides that really try to diversify and weigh that risk.
Reddy: This was a really interesting conversation. We had six panelist that are all from very
different backgrounds and have different perspectives on the financial industry and advisors, and
we still ended up in the same place: there is no free money. It's hard to imagine getting more
return for the same risk or getting the same return for less risk. What's probably happening is that
we are actually taking on a different risk, and our main goal as investors or as advisors is to make
sure we can identify the risks that we are taking and that we build a diversified portfolio of risks
so no one risk overwhelms the portfolio. If we focus on managing for risk goals like that,
choosing risks since we can't chose returns, we have an opportunity to create portfolios that can
embrace uncertainty and actually be better prepared for whatever is going to come. Because none
of us can tell any client what is going to happen.
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